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Vandalism: Cau e for Concern
by Jean St. Andre
flat and partially flat tires and a car they will eventually ruin all the good
Several acts of violence and a pushed into a ditch account for things we· hav~ here,'" Deep
fight occured at
over the past . most of the damage.
explained.
weekend. According to the Dean of
There was also a fight at the Great
According to the time the
Students, David Deep, the Hill Dormitory that involved both
administration has the names of BSC students and students from
"As usual, it is only a small
several people involved and· their Mass. Maritime. It has been noted
minority
of the students who
names have been submitted to the that students from Mass. Maritime
vandalize and cause trouble,
appropriate Judicial Board for have been involved in many of the
action.
.
.
disturbances. Dean Deep has been . but they will eventually ruin
Several cars parked in the Gym in contact with the Commandant of
all the good things we have
and Commuter parking lots Students at the Maritime Academy
here."
Dean Deep
received extensive damage due to regarding the episodes of some of
the vandalism that occured late their cadets.
.
vandalism. allegedly occured, it
Saturday evening. A broken
"'As usual, it is only a small . coincided with the time that the
windshield, a broken-off antennae. minority of· the students who Rathskeller closed Saturday
several torn off windshield ~ipers. vandalize and cause trouble, but evening, Any correlation between

sse

I

the two, however. is unjustified at
this time. .
Deep I}oted that excessive
drinking on this campus is a
problem. It must be pointed out that
with both gubenatorial candidates in
favor of raising the drinking age
(Hatch to 19, King to 21 years of
age), some students," Deep said,
"seem to be cutting the throats of
many students by acting
irresponsibly with the privilege."
If the drinking age is raised to the
age of 21, the RathskeUar will no.
longer be functional because it
mainly serves students in the 18-22
year age bracket.
N

<

Dean David Deep

Mass. State CQllege System Week:

Schedule of Events Announced
...

by Sue Asci
The schedule of events at SSC
during Massachusetts State College
System Week (Oct. 14-22) is
certainly a busy one.
The college's Faculty Wives Club
will present an Arts and Crafts
Show in the Student Union (SU)
cafeteria from 10 am to 4 pm on Sat., .
Oct. 14. There will be a 50¢ fee. Also
on Sat., field hockey at the Athletic
Fields will feature Bridgewater vs.
University of Mass. at 1 pm. The
game of Bridgewater Men's Tennis
us. T,n:;8;:;;'~kl Stz.tc t.\'ilI also U\KP
place at Ipm at the RoslZn Tennis
Courts. Toe day wUi dose· with a
reception and invitational dinner

from 6pm to 9:30 pm in the SU,
Ballroom.
Sunday's Open House will last
from 1-4 p.m and a special aspect of
the day will. be a Mass. St. College
System exhibit. Other features will
include films, guided tours, and
distribution of informative
materials. The campus will be open
to visiti.ors Mon. Oct. 16 through
Fri. Oct. 20 from 9 am to 4 pm.
Visitors are asked to go to the
Admissions
ffice/Inf ormation
Center in Tillinghast Hall fo rece~ve
tour informaticn

o

Monday, Oct. 16, finds asoccet
game at 3 pm on the Swenson Field

where BSC will play against Salem
State College. At 7:30 pm in the
library Lecture Hall, Marc T,
Boucher (assistant director of the
Canadian
American Center,
Quebec House Univ.of Maine at
Orono) will spe~k on "Quebec: The'
Unfinished Revolution"",
professors John Myers (history)
and Robert Larson (political
sci~nce) will be respondents. Dr; Ira
Furlong of the Earth Science Dept_
will talk' on 'Local EnVironment
Problems in Southeastern
.M::~;:;;,:~dlU;.:.-:t(~;'· 1:·' r~.
of the
science building at 7:30 pm;
On Tuesday, Oct. 17, cardiopulmonary resuscitati,on will be

demonstrated by the Biological the field of Communications. This
Sciene Dept. from 9:30 am to 11:30 will take place between 1 and 5 pm in
am in rm. 217 of the science rm. 205 of the SU A music
building. Invited high school demonstration will take place at 4:30
counselors and community and pm in theUG-4 or the SU. It will be
junior college Transfer Advisors will presented by Dr. Hugo Norden,
take part in a special progrrmin the Professor Emeritus of Boston'
SU.Baliroom from 9:30 am to 1:30 University with piano accbmpan·
pm. At 11 ani in rm. 208 of th·e ment by Prof. Henry Santos of the
science building, three senior math BSe Music Dept.
m~jors will conduct an informal talk
Under the direction of Prof.
and answer questions relating to Robert J. Barnett, the BSC
their experiences in England during Ensemble Theatre will present
their juniorYi1ar. Dr.nmothy~Camelot'" at 8 pm on Thursday.
8;:j·:'kl3':'!.2\ssl~~tant~HoL . of ·and Friday in the SU ,~~udito(lOm,.
Astronomy,BSC and .Wheaton TicRetsrnaybepurchaseciat the
CoIlege)w.illdeliveralecfureentitled door. Sat.,·Oct. 21, will combine a
"'Are We Alone?'" at 7 pm in rm. 304 dinner· theatre program again
of the Science Bldg. Dr. Donald presenting "Camelot'" in the SU
Johnson of the English Dept. will Ballroom. Call697-8321, extension
present a poetryreaciing with 213 for ticket information about
student Paula Kwone at 7 pm in rm. Thurs.) Fri., or Sat.
11 of the Art Bldg. The Dushakflute
Various continuoslactivities wilJ
and guitar duo will perform at 7:30 be offered on open House Day and
fromMon~ Oct. 16 through FRiOct
January 1, 1977, is equipped with pm in the SU Art Gallery.
At 11:30 am in the SU Ballroom 20. For example,academic
modern medical devices used -to
give first aid" and to sustain life on Wednesday, Oct. 18; a luncheorr, departments will have informative
enroute to the hospital. Though for business leaders will be held. At 6 ~ exhibits on dis play in various college
- there are very few fire calls each pm in the Kelly Gym Pool, the buildings from '9 am to 4 pm. Alist of
year, there is a potential danger ,one exciting ,.Auqabrytes" •(BSe's theSe exhibits will be available in the
that the Fire Department is not synchronized swimming team) will Admissions Office and Information·
equipped t6 handle at present. Their present a water show. Dr. Edward Center in Tillinghast Hall.
In the Art Gallery of the Art
75 foot ladder truck will not reach. James of the Philoso.phy Dept. will
the top two floors of, Shea and· conduct a lecture titled "'Galactica Building, "TQpographical Surface
Du"rgin HaIls if a ladder rescue is and Academia. N The Stars and You· Paintings by Gaetano Alibrandi, '"
mandated. Yet, a solution is in the .- Astrology and Rationality'" at'7 pm will be on display from 10 am to 4pmin rm. 11 of the Art Bldg. Lastly in On Oct. 17 at 1:30 pm the artist will
making.
Thanks to the efforts of BS<; 1 rm. 304 of the Science Bldg. from leCture. In the Art Gallery of the Su
students,. administrators, town 7:30 to 9:30 pm the Dept. of Earth Bldg. from ~O am to 4 pm three
officials, and the Head of the Mass. Sciences arid Geography presents exhibits focusing on environmental
Correctional Institute at "A1smost Heaven'" and "Rocky Mou and ecological topics will be set up
Bridgewater, the state appropriated ntainHigh" which are colorful by the Sierra Club, a nationally·
$150,000 for the purchase ota new pictorial programs featuring recent knowm environmental organiza.
. . .
100 foot ladder truck. Deputy Fiie field' studies by Earth Science tion
Sixteen panels· featuring 100
Chief Walsh noted,";_.In addition to students and faculty.
Thursday (Oct. 19) begins the photographs highlighting, college
Representative Peter Flynn, Chief
Levy, and the support of President afternoon with a: matinee programs and areaS will be oh
RQndileau, and the head of the performance of HCamelot" in the SU display in tbe Maxwell Library from
M.C.!., I think the petition of college auditorium at 1 pm. High school 8am to 10 pm. The Astronomy .
students really helped in the passing. students willI be admitted at Dome will be open and visitors may
reduced rates. Professors view the stars.
. of legislation last April.'" •
The weel\ of Oct. ·14-22 has has a
The new truck shall· be a deisel Susan Miskelly, Alan Hantz and
with a five man cab and will be Joel Litvin will host an· imformal lot of . different activ'ities·· and
equipped with a 200 gallon booster seminar on career opportunities in .. programs of \nterest for all visitors.
water tank, 6,000 watt· generator,.
quartz spotlights, automatic
tra n.smiss ion. 'an d rescue
equipment. The four section, 100
'foot ladder will be mounted &t the
rear (as opposed to center
mounting), for better access to
buildings. Another special f~ature
~:.,;:- Announcements ........ p. 3
will· be·a built-in pipe on the first"
,Classifieds ..•......... p. 10
section with a nozzle that can be
Culture. . .. .. . .. pgs, 6 & 7
controlled .from the ground. This
Letters .....•........•. p; 2
allows a fire tighter to stay clear of
Scronson ...•............ p.2
smoke and heat,yetstill fiqhta blaze
Football,p. 11
SJ.)Orts •....... pgs~:l), 11, 12
from above. Bids are being accepted
this week for the buildinQ of this
custom fire apparatus. It is expected
"History is made by events--but lasts in the memory by the written trutb.
to be ready for operation by early
--M. Gardner
.
.
next summer.

sse

. Fl"re, F1Glrst-Al"d,· and Jaws"
· · R d .(.. I . t)
B ..F.•D .IS e.a y amos.

~'

The disasterousfire at
Providence College . last December
that terminated some bright and
hopeful futur~t,served·as a warning
toB$C students. The use of fire
electrical devices (espeCially hai;
dryers), and other,' dangerous
instruments must be. used with
respectful caution within the
confines of their living spaee. Should
an act of carelessness occur, the '
Bridgewater Fire Department, with
its .trained personel under the
1

leadership of Chief Levy and
'Deputy Chief Walsh, is prepared to
handle almost any emergency. The
,fite station is located only a short
"distance from the college on Scjlool
St. Time is an important element .
could spell the- difference between
life and death in· an emergency
situation, This proximity to' the
, campus buildillSs lends itself to a
sense of security.
. Most calls to SSC are medical
emergencies. The town ambulance.
added to the service fleet on

This Week

i:r

N

Firemen display Jaws of Life
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In Memoriam

~'r--------------------------------------------------------~

"Nothing focuses the world's attention on the Catholic Church
so surely as the death of a pope and the election of his successor.
In the past eight weeks the Church has had the focus of the
worlds' attention with the death on August 6 of Pope Paul VI and
on September 28th of Pope John Paul 1. The Pope is essential to
Catholic faith and practice. Pope John Paul made a great
beginning; we will miss him."
Rev. Joseph P. McNamara
Catholic Center, sse

J: HEAR yov SoT THe:HIGHEST GRADt jN

THE' CLASS

GET

I

Photo., courtesy of The Anchor' Fall River
'
by Jim Calnan
On August 26, 1978, the world rejoiced in the ejection of Albino
Cardinal Luciani to Pope J,ahn PaulL Thirty-four days later the world
was shocked to find Pope John Paul I had died in his bed.
Though his reign was short, John Paul made a favourable impression
on the worlds' 700 million Roman Catholics, as well as the on the world
itself. In his 34 days, John Paul spoke out strongly against divorce,
at?ortion, and the ()rdil1ation of women tothepriesthoQd. The Holy
Father prayed (or· peace in the world, and applauded the actions of the
recent Camp David Summit. The pontiff encouraged vocations to the
many religious vocations. But what impressed the entire world was the
Pope's warm and gentle smile, which made all feel at ease in his presence
and was a sign of his love and friendship for all people. John Paul also had
a great interest in the welfare of the poor in the world and children.
During.his audiences the Holy Father would put children upon hislap
and joke and talk with them. He worked hard for better conditions for the
poor, being poor himself, all his life. The Pope once said, "I am only a,
poor man, accustomed to small things and silence." John Paul proved his
concern for humility by. doing away with the papal crown and portable
throne which has been used for centuries. To quote one student: "Surely
he was an imitator of Christ."
John Paul's pontificate was the briefesf'since Pope Leo XI who ruled
'
for 18 days in 1605.

ILetters to the Editor
Alpha Sponsors
H.C. Queen
To all concerned clubs,
organizations, dormitories, and
students of· Bridgewater State
College.
'
This is to inform you that the
Brotherhood of Alpha Upsilon has
once again taken uPQn itself to
furnish the college community with
its Annual Homecoming Queen.
We are now seeking nominations
from any area of .college life,
provided that the· choices are
substanciated, and deserving of
sincere consideration.
Each,
nominee must fill requirements in
the areas of:
1. Social involvement
2. ApP€arance
3. Personality
A ballot vote by thestudents will·
limit the number of nominations to
five. These five will be judged by the
committee consisting of three
alumni, three faculty, and three
students. Due to the Brotherhood's
organizational involvement, we· do
not control the final decision nor will
we nominate or suggest to nominate
any student.
Nomination papers can be picked
up at the Brotherhood of Alpha
Upsilon Fraternity House or at the
Infqrma!ion. ~ooth in th~ Stu4ent

Union and must be returned to
these· places by Monday, October
12th, at 3:00. Final selection will be
announced .at half time of the
Bri,dgewater-Nichols Homecoming
game.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Brotherhood of Alpha Upsilon
Richard Siciak-President
Steve "Hollywood" Hakes-Liquor
Chairman-Assist.Tre~surer
.
Dave Pariseau-Vice Presid~nt
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HuMAN R.EPRODUCTtON
TEST:

His Holiness Pope John Paull

ALOT OF SCARED
yOUNG 51 RLS ....
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that operates the Bookstore is at all
interested in developing its public
relations, why is Mike Curley no
longer the store manager? Perhaps
the COMMENT can help to answer
that question.
Sincerely,
A member of the BSC community
P.S. I hope this letter in no way
undermines the efforts of the fine
people who work in the store.

politically aware.
We hop€ to people who have been asking
introduce, new ideas or suggestions themselves this question but have
that you will find interesting. FQr, been-apprehensive about
instance; how many of you, have expressing this curiosity outwardly,
considered the Governor's race., a . tb~,re',&an answer for vou.
battle of royalty? Well, it could be, if
'The King" replaces "The Duke."
Homecoming is an invitation to
Therefore, our slogan "With You alumni of BSC to come back to their
We Can", means you; it means Alma Mater for a week full of fun and
everyone. Come to the Political activities. It is centered around the
Science Club meetings and find out Saturday football game and is an
what the group is all about. Help us effort to bring fresh, live
to help you and others· become entertainment to -our college
more aware of the world around community.
you.
This year Ho~ecoming is being
The Political Science Club
Dear Editor,
would like to thank Bob Cote as well organized by Richard Deluca, a
. We cannot believe that you have \ as the entire Comment Staff for all senior here at BSe with the help of
censored- the public service t~eir efforts in try-ing to help us the. Program. Committee. Many of
,advertisement for the Preterm attain our goal.
the school clubs and organizations
Clinic. By denying the ad on
are also sponsoring events during
grounds that you are against
Homecoming week. Homecoming
abortion, you prevent the other
therefore gives a good portion of the
valuable services from being
students at sse who· are willing a
adve:rtised.
'
chance to participate in a joint effort
As far as the College Health
along with their peers.
Services being confidential, we only
Among 'the sponsored activities
wish you were right. For many by Michele Roy
are dances, class parties, live music,
women the Services have proven to
Many of the freshmen and other and a Bloodmobile, in which all
be embarrassing, hurniliatiDg, and newcomers at SSC· have probably students are urged to participate.
dirty experience. How tan a service been asking themselves 'What .is
Homecoming offers something
be in confidence, when a nurse asks this Homecoming I've been hearing for everybody. Prices are low, so go
you to repeat loudly your complaint, so much about?" For all these out and help your college celebrate.
in a room full of people. I am sure
that many students would agree
that the.College Health Services do
. not always provide tlie best of care,
diagnosis, or advice.
We women have the right to
(e:stablished 1927)
know of other available sources of
information, whether it is abortion
Editor:-in-Chiel ......... " ............... : ... Jean M. St. Andre
or any other service. By informing' ManagillgEdi:tor ..........•................. Joan E. Thibeault
the students of the Preterm. Clinic; Produ~tioll' Manager ....... ; .... ~ . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. Vicky Smialek
you would not necessarily be
News Editor ..................................... Kathy Goudie
supporting all of the services
Cultural Arts Editor .............................. Karen Tobin
provided. It is a newspapers duty to
Sports Editor ...... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Elaine Martin
inform the public, regardless of an
Photography Editor ......................... Michael A. Eunice
Editors morals.
Asst. Photography Editor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Joni Dahlene
Respectfully
Graphic Arts Editor ............•................ Greg Dansak
Some concerned women of 79
Business Manager. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Gerry LaCroix
Advertising Manager .. .' .................. T, Michael Robertson
As the new Editor of the Comment,
Office Manager ............................ Susan J. Laflamme
there will be changes in editorial pplicies.
Contribu~ing Editor .......... :.............. Peggy J. Cormier
Even though I cannot morallY agree with

Censoring· Pre,. Term Ad

Homecoming Set
for Oct. 23-29

The Comment

I

Where's
Mike?,

abortion, I feel it is my responsibility to
provide information about such seroices
as those'offered by Pre-Term, and will
do so in the future.
Jean St. Andre
Editor·in·Chiej

To the Editor:
I retumed to school this semester
to sadly discover one of my favorite
people on the Bridaewater Campus
was no longer workingat" this
customary position. The Bookstore '
U
still had expensive textbooks
tpstele~s t-shirts, aJld other assorted ' In the true spirit of politics, and
problems, but was missing its this being an election year, the
popular and personable manager. Political Science Club thought it
Mike Curley.
' only appropriate that we develop
Since .we have· noinfIuence our own electioneering slogan to
concerning Bookstore policies or create interest in our campaign.
,prices, couldn't we have some Our campaign, or struggle is not,.
choice over who administers them? however. directed toward the
In the past Mr. Curl~y~' ~ff~rts in promotion of. one candidate or one
providing .service for faculty and idea. .
student~ . at Bridgewater has been
Our purpose or goal is Simply to
ex~mpl~l'Y. _!f ,t~~ le~~e .:?mp3I1Y .".;. ma~e !~e college'community more'

With - Yo
Can

We

Writing Staff:Susan Asci, Rick Baker~,Bob Buckley, James Calnan,
Mary Carroll t Pat Duddy, Brian Gregg; Kathleen Healy, Joanne Herr·
Jon Lizee, Thames-Anne Magnier, Douglas Mildram 1 Kathy O'Har~:
Audrey Oliveira, Michele Roy, Doug Schorr.J'Gil Bliss.
'
Photo ~taff: Michael Gardn~r" Oavj~ Higgins, Cindy Hummel~ Sherry
,'.. ',.'
.
Smith.
.
Production Staff: MarthaAnderson, Sheila Brennan Susan Brennan
Diane Calderone, Cblleen Desmond, Karen DeWoif Jack Duncan'
Michael Gardner, SusanKumin, Joe McDonald .. Kim'CleghOrn
. ,
THE COMMENT is a student supported anp operated weekly newspaper
serving the academic community of Bridgewater State College. Editon'al policy is
determined by the Editor·in-Chief in consultation with the Editon'al Board. Re·
pu blication oj all material pn'nted herein! is forbidden without the expressed
written permission of the Editor-in·Chief. Letters to the Editor are encouraged
but are. limited to 250 words or less. Letters, classified advertise·
ments and all other written material is subject to condensation, Aduertisingrates'
are available upon request. All corresp''o~dence should be addressed to THE
COMMENT, Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater MA,' ext 260 or 304.
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I An no un ce m en ts; I "Spare Parts"
GUEST LECTU RER

The Comm ent will feature John Robinson of The Boston Globe
as a
guest lecturer on Thursda y, Octobe r 12 at 7:30 p.m. in the Student
Union Green Room. He will discuss "Newsp apers and Politics"
.
Admission is free and all are welcome to attend!

RETRE AT
The Catholic Center will sponsor a retreat to Glaston bury Abbey
in
Hingham from Octobe r 13·15, The cost is $10, and it includes food,
housing and facilities. If interest ed, contact Fr. Joe McNam ara at
ext.
555 for details.

MASS. STATE COLLE GE SYSTE M WEEK

Anyone interest ed in volunteering to help with events to be held during
Mass. State College System Week. please sign up to help for the various
events at the Office of Studen t Life.

POUTI CAL SCIEN CE CLUB TRIP TO CANAD A

The Political Science Club is sponsor ing a trip to Ottawa, Canada , Nov.
18 - 21. (You'll be back in time for Thanksgiving). We will visit/ob serve
Parliam ent, meet with various Canadia n Govern ment officials and
our
own Embass y, plus more. Sign-ups for this trip are Octobe r 10·12,
in
front of the Political Science Office, 2nd floor, Tilly. A mandat
ory
meeting for all who are interest ed will be held on Tues., Oct. 17 at 11:00
in
room 215, Library. A $10 deposit will be due to assure room reservat ions,
on Oct. 28. Total cost will be approximately $60.

ABSEN TEE BALLO TS
On Oct. 10, 11, 12, and 13, the Political Science Club will sponsor
an
absente e ballot request drive. Pre-paid post cards will be availabl
e on
these days, from 11 am to 1 pm at a table at the entranc e to Tilly.

SOCIO LOGY? SOClA L WORK CLUB

There will be a Sociology/Social Work Club meeting on Tuesday
.
Octobe r 10 at 11:00 am in the Student Union, Room 2. All are invited
to
attend and help plan activities. Majors - this is your chance to get valuable
experien ce! With your participation, we can make this the best club
yet!
See you there!

WRITIN G CENTE R

The Writing Center in Maxwell 238 offers the student an opportu nity
for
individualized instruct ion in writing. Whatev er the writing problem
,
minor or major, grammatical. mechanical. syntactical, rhetorical,
or
stylistic, the Writing Center will do its best to help the student diagnos
e
the problem and develop an instructional program designe d to remedy
it.
The extent of a student 's time commit ment is flexible; particip ation
is
voluntary. The Writing Center will be staffed during the following hours:
Tuesda y - 9 am to 3 pm; Wednes day - 10 am to 3 pm; Thursd ay·
9:30
am to 3 pm; and Friday - 9 am to noon, and by appoint ment. Additio
nal
informa tion may be obtaine d from C. F. Angell in Maxwell 239.

FREED OM TRAIL
The History Club is sponsor ing a free trip to Boston' s Freedom Trail
on
Octobe r 14. Sign up in front of Booksto re

FOREN SIC SOCIE TY NEWS

Forensi c Society Meeting on Tuesday , Octobe r 10 at 11 am.

COUN T DOWN PARTY

Class of 1979 Columb us Day Count Down Party~ Octobe r 12 at Square
Acres. Tickets $2.50 in front of Book store: Mon, Tues., Weds, Oct.
9,
10. 11 featuring Mason Cord. Happy Hour 8-9. Dancing, partying, and
a
good time till 1 am

CRAFT S SHOW

Be sure to visit the Crafts Show on Octobe r 14 from 10 am to 4 pm in
the
Studen t Union Cafeteri a. Many crafts items will be on display. You
can
buy. directio ns for making each item. Special exhibits include a "How
to
do it Corner" where children can make craft items and a Dollhou sand
Shadow Box exhibit. There will also' be a lecture· demons tration
on
"Makin g Miniatures" by Beverly McLean at 2,pm. The Crafts Show
is
sponsor ed by the Scholar ship Commi ttee,.Br idgewat er·State College
Faculty Wives Club. Admission only' 50(/:.
.

TV at BS C

'by Jean St. Andre
Bridgew ater State College has its
own television station. It's WBSC·
TV and it is student -run under the
,direction of Profess or Lon Fishman
of the the Instruct ional Media (I.M.)
Departm ent.
WBSC·TV; also called "Spare
'Parts',', is brought to the student s by
the Student Union via the Television
iStudio, and is produce d in conjunction with the 1M Departm ent.
Accordi ng to Kevin McCart hy,
produce r of the show, its goal is to
"try to feature alI aspects of the
college commu nity that are
interest ing to the student body."
The show follows a talk show format
and is filmed on Monday nights, 7 to
10 p.m. It is then aired on the
monitor s in the Student Union
Lobby on Tuesda ys and Thursda ys
at 11 am and 4:30 pm; and on
Wednes days at 11 am and 1 and 4
pm. for the enjoym ent of the
student s.
The first show featured Gary
Popvitc h, textboo k manage r of the
book store, who sang folk songs,
and the two football captains ,
Donny Cann and Scott Armstro ng.
They preview ed the 1978 football
season.
McCar thy empha sized that
anyone interest ed in joining the
television station is very welcome.
Also, anyone with talent in singing,
tplaying the guitar, etc., should
contact McCart hy with suggest ions
for upcomi ng shows. He can be
contact ed by leaving a messag e in
the "Spare Parts" mailbox at the
Student Union Informa tion Booth.
The second show they have
'planned will feature the Ensemb le
Theatre who will preview their
upcomin g play, Camelo t Included
will be the filming of several scenes
from the play. The show usually
features two or three represen tative groups weekly.
The anchorp erson or hostess of
tlw, bgw. is,.S • S
('79) L

Recently. I asked a question to the current freshmen class at BSe and
received a wide spectrum of answers..The question that was given to
them was: What do you think is important for a freshman to do, to make
the most of his/her time at Bridgewater State ColJege? The answers
ranged from serious to hilarious but all were given in the true spirit
of
SSC. Some people claimed shyness or lack of wit as a reason for not
answering the question and others gave an erroneo us name for the sake
of humility. However, the survey did turn out some interesting answers
.
"To have a good backgro und so you can transfer later."

Andy Ursch - Littleto n

"To keep up with the work and meet new friends."
I

Kate Ritteha use - Canton

"To become a sophom ore."

Diane Gilroy - Westwo od

"It's our first time living away at school, therefore we have greater
responsibilities to handle. One of these is to do things on our own."

Paul Amadio - Leomin ster

"To do well in my studies and have a good time."

Shelia Smith· Natick

"Surviving Western Civilization."

Anne Pizzuto · Westwood

"T 0 put at least two hours a week into studying, to limit your drinking to
a
six pack a night, and to rememb er that friends come first, drinking comes
second, and tests come last."

Bruce Ogilvie ~ Attleboro

. "You should get involved but don't get so involved so that you forget
your studies. "
MaryAn n Gauthie r - Springfield
"It's importa nt to get through the first semeste r."

. David White· ' Glouce ster

"To learn to live with a bimbo roommate_"

Karen Walsh · Frankli n

"To make it through the year without getting ptomaine poisoning."
,
Emily Carake ra - Wayland
"R esist temptat ions of college life."

Ron Lavillette - Palmer

"To find a quiet place to study at the Hill. because I haven't found one
yet."
"To get my studies done and meet people,"

Cindy Spillane - Lynn

Sharon Robert s - South Boston

"To get to know all the people and opportunities that the school has
to
offer (like on the Shea side}."
"I want to make it through my tlrst test."-

.

"r0 study and budget time."

Anne'M eade (FaCIe) - H~burg, Pa.
Suzann e Silveira - Swanse a

"To have a good time and Jearn something."

Mike Fee - Nantuc ket
by Doug Schorr

r
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Staff, and Dom Levasse ur (81)
holds the position of Directo r of
"Spare Parts" . The Sports
Directo r of the show is John Davis
with Gene Mannin g as his assistan t.
Once again, anyone interest ed in
television is welcom e to become
part of WBSC· TV .. your college
television station!
Othe~ membe rs
the
-'Of
"Spare Parts" are: Bill Curtin ,Mary
Carroll, Paul Farren, Tom Leen,
Dave Crawfo rd. Karen Green, Jim
Pan and Sue Tavania n.
"Spare Parts" would also like to
extend special thanks to Mr. Gibbs
and his staff at the AudioN isuai
Center for their assistan ce.
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Christian Fellowship:

Many Activities and Programs
by Sue Asci
The Christian Fellowship is the
on· campus Protestant Student
Organization. This active group has
a variety of programs to offer. It
provides programs and group
sessions which concentrate on
specific areas and time for informal
counseling.
Reverend Huffines is usually in
the Christian Fellowship office on
the third floor of the Student Union

Rev. Richard Huffines

building on Tuesdays, Wednesdays,
and Thursdays. The hours are
usually posted on the office door.
On Mondays, Reverend Huffines
works at Bristol Community
College and at Massasoit
~Community College on Fridays. 1
have students, faculty and local
pastors who work with me,N said
Reverend Huffines has been the first
full-time Protestant campus
minister and has been here ever
·since.
1t's valuable for students to be
3ware. During the college
gears,students face questions of
.;elf. often about three events; death
work or marriage"',Rev. Huffines
said. lhe ministry tries to work on
ihese three issues. Our Protestant
~l1inistrY is concerned with issues. of
social justice that affect the lives of
;>ersons and the life of the
;nstitution."
.
For example , the Protestant
Ministry has been involved in such
questions as of the General

Education Requirements and of
world hunger.
With the Catholic Center, they
11ave sponsored a "'Fast for World
. Yunger'" for the past 2 or 3 years, to
,aise money on behalf of hunger and
o provide programs to make people
3.lIJare of issues of hunger and
poverty. One year over 400
;;tudents participated in raising $700
''In behalf of a project in Bolivia.
'We are seeking to increase
:lersonal and spiritual development
.)f people and on behalf of social
:ssues that affect our lives, Rev.
'-juffines said. lhese issues are
,c)n-sectarian."
At the beginning of each year,
I;tudents participate in the decision
rlbout what programs will be
·)jered. Our primarY concern is to
otter programs which are relevant to
1-he experience of students .... Rev.
Huffines said. At the end of each
qroup we distribute an anonymous
~valuation feed-back sheet to get an
~dea on how successful we've been"
H

H

Campus Police Serve to Maintain

Freedoms
by B. Gregg
We seem to live in a culture that
fully embraces personal freedom.
Oftentimes we interpret personal
freedom as that which permits an
individual to do what slhe wants
short of infringing on another's
freedom. This philosophy is
epitomized by the proverbial
"'Golden" Rule." Some may say that
historically we have corne a long say
and should be duely proud of our
progress. As. much as we may
identify . with groups. we .are,
inescapably, an individual first. A
society that recognizes this inherent
individualism must be on the right
track.
In bestowing accolades however,
we should not overlook that which
keeps our freedom-oriented culture
stable and so-far, continuous, Aside
. from wanting the freedom to set our
own course and sail it, we also desire
freedom from intervention by
others. We don't ~.ant our persuits
forcibly stiffled by others sekking
theirs. For this reason we have
constructed rules, designed. to
protect each of us from the rest. As
well, we have constructed and
empowered organizations to enact
thesese rules.
these rules.
The most visible of. these
organizations ofcourse is the police.
the enforsers. Because of this their
jobs are the hardest and least

\'

desirable. I seems a contradiction to
see police present in a free society.
To step back and take an overview,
however, may revaal their function
as fundamental, insuring our
"freedom from.'"
"
The Bridgewater State Coleege
Police serve similar purposes in
maintaining freedoms and lending to
stability. Taxed with the
responsibility of enforcing school
regulations, they have, as their
intent, the common welfare. Rather
thanr~trictingfreed(}m they could.
be viewed as protecting it.
According to Chief Graca the
foce'sgreatesttaskissecurityinthe
parking areas. A number of cases of
car vandalism have been reported
since the beginning ofthesemester.
One problem facing the police in
maintaing security is as follows:
because this campus is so open it is
difficult to determine from whence
trouble comes .. The abundance of
vehicles combines with easy
accesssability to make the parking
lots attractive for nidnight auto
specialists.
The force also concerns itself with
the safety of the college's dormitory
students. An incident accured last
·week whe . fir
ti"
h
rem
e ex
ers were
stolen from
Great
Hill.gutS
A follow-up
investigation revealed that
responsibility rested with students
visiting in the dorm. Thes was seen
as a demonstration of littlefegard

for the welfare of those living thrre.
The campus pUice are more than
mere functioning enforcers.
Throughout the years since their
inception they have continually
proven themselves invaluable aides
in an emergency. Hardly a week
goes by that they are not called
upon to transport a student to the
hospitaL More than a few owethier
health to the espedience of the
pooice.
The . college force currently
consists "of nine officers. They are
always available tor assistance and
can be called upon at Police
Headquarters, next to the
commuter parking lot. Chief Graca
leaves an open door to anyone
needing his help.
A word here to welcome Officer
Carol Fagen, newest member of the
force. Word has it that she is doing
well in meeting the challenge of the
mob. She is. most often seen
working the graveyard shift.
The B.S.C. Police feel it is
important that students understand
their reason for geing. If we could
but always see the intent behind the
rule we might diminish our need for
police as enforcers. Though this
remains to be seen we can hardly
dl'mt'nl'sh our need for the college

All programs are inter
dcnominational and open to the
~riore campus. They will be
announced. Some continue from
nne year to the next. The number of
;.';tudents involved usually ranges
bctween 200 and 250.
Activities consist of programs
directed to help both students and
flculty. One session meets once a
month on the first Tuesday of each
fnonth for commuter students at
~.l:OO in the office . Out of these
r~leetings different subjects will be
ciiscussed.
" A part of the Christian Fellowship
program includes counseling .
Reverend Huffines has worked with
t'1e SGA career counseling office
and has offered programs and
wurkshops together.
"My perceptions of the way most
l:olleges and universities help
students get jobs is by job
placement, "Rev. Huffines said."
'J\Jr career planning program offers
~n alternative. There are basic
questions each person must ask
!iimself before looking for
placement. (Questions dealing with
what skills and values do I have?
What purpose do I want my life to
serve?) This program is designed to
help people make decisions and to
help them find out how to get a job
llsing their skills. The career
'Qrogram has had a 72% success
~"ate.

Other programs which have been
offered are, "A Guide to Christian
Meditation", "How to Get Rid of
Emotions That Give You a Pain in
the Neck") But that I Can't Believe,
)md faculty discussion groups.
These programs are an aid in
Christian self·understanding.
The Christian Fellowship has also
offered a ."Children and Education
Advocacy Group" to assist parents'
in the Bridgewater area to secure
H
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police as f r i e n d s . :
:

Fire Truck:

•

(cont. from p. 1)

:

The' Fire Department will receive
a new $79,000 pumper. truck this
November. also. In addition to this,
the department's Rescue Vehicle is
now equipped with "The Jaws of
Life."
The Hurst "Jaws of Life" is an
extrication tool used in the event of
an auto accident. The claw-like tool,
powered by a two stage Chrysler
engine, puts out 6 tons of pressure.
This enables rescuers. to get the
accident victim out of the vehicle
with ease. Where time is· important
in saving lives, "Jaws" can take the
roof off a car in three minutes.
The equipment was officially
turned lover to the town earlier this
week by the "Scott J. Ouellette
Jaws ofUfe Memorial Fund." The
$6,339 for the tool came from
donations by towrispEwp"le.
Ouellette was involved in a fatal auto
accident earlier this year.
Though we hope that emergencies do not arise, it is comforting to
know that because of response
time, constant training, and
acquisition of the most' sophisticated equipment available, the
B.F.D. is ready to meet almost any
emergency needs. When the new
ladd~r truck arrives next year, we
wili have 100% fire coverage.

•
••

their rights relating to special ed.
programs.
Other programs which win be
offered some time this year are; a
pre· marital group for those who
plan to be married within a year and
a discussion group dealing with the
myths of masculinity.
Last year, the group established a
;-iuclear Energy Task Force which
was a study group. It included
students, alumni, faculty and
several community people. It was a
type of consciousness-raisigroup
dealing with the dangers of
increased reliance on nuclear
energy.
"We have one of the most
successful campus ministries in the
state in terms of effectiveness and
relevant ministry, " Rev. Huffines
stated. 1 enjoy it. I visit the dorms
and calion students. It's important
for us to communicate with them.
A group of church· related
consultants from different
denominations conducted a selfstudy of the SSC campus
Protestant Ministry in 1976 . They
concluded that the Protestant
Ministry proved to be a caring,
sensitive ministry to persons and to
the institution. They also felt that,
"Rev. Huffines is weI! received by
students and faculty, cooperates
with the Roman Catholic Chaplain,
and serves as a resource person for
Jewish students_ He is seen as an
important and effective leader on
campus and as a major resource of
the Christian community with a
penetrating analysis of the
educational scene".
The Reverend has also received
encouraging letters from former
students.
The Christian Fellowship is
involved in issues and subjects
affecting the individual, the campus,
as w~lI as the community.
N
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TheArts
Carrion,

Program Committee

Coming Events
Nightclub

The Mother Box

My Wayward Son
Anger motivates me this week. Anger at the news media, and anger at
the viewing public. Anger that stems from the events of the past few
weeks. Let me tell you about it.Two weeks ago, all three networks launched their new. seasons.
AB.C. was running "Battlestar Galactica"', N.B,C. had it's new ~isneyH
film, and all seemed fine. The only forseeable "problem" was the
postponement of "Mary", Mary Tyler Moore's new show (More about
that later.)
About mid-way through the evening, though, programming was
interrupted by a report on the Middle East peace conference. It see ms
that President Carter ~nd Co. had managed to reach an agreement.
But what do_ people remember most about that night? Right.
"Battlestar Galactica" got pre·empted. Never mind that we were given a
possible shot at peace in the Middle East ( thus averting an economic
disaster that would make the depression look like the night before
payday.) See a pattern developing? It gets worse.
This week in the news there were a few bits of random interest. There
was another P .L.O. attack, two young children disappeared, Pope John
Paul died unexpectedly, and the inflation index rose again. Now, with all
of this going on, what do you think our local newsmen used as their lead
feature Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday? Of course. The Red Sox's
chances at winning the pennant. Maybe I'm beinga bit severe, but I think
people are getting their priorities a little screwed up.
When we take a more active interest in sports than real life problems,
and fake wars over very horribly real ones, we are in a lot of trouble.
Okay, now that I've gotten that off my chest, let's take a look at some
of this season's new offerings. This week; "'MaryN, "KAZ", and '13attlestar
Galactica.'"
.
"Mary", the latest from MTM Enterprises is sheer drivel from the word
go. I really hate not liking this seties,(Mary has long been one of my
secret loves, dating back to her days as "Sam") but I do. Being kind, if
this show had been around in the sixties, if could have been loaded on a
plane, dropped over Hiaphong, and ended the VietNam war .a damn
sight earlier. _ ,
With 1{AZ"', this year's TV. theme rears its head. "KAZ" would have
us believe that obnoxious.can be cute. Not only cute, but good. Kaz, or
Mr. Kazinsky. is an ex·con turned lawyer. He has a good job, a cute
girlfriend, and loads of friends. The only things he lacks are manners,
couth, and social intelligence. This one's sure to be a hit.
It's not necessary to spend much time talking about '13attlestar
Galactica". The media hype surrounding this enterprise (bad pun) have
insured its survival fora long time. It has two selling points. Lome
Greene, and the special effects of "Star·Wars. N Other than that it rei!l.ds
like '"Bonanza Meets Lost in Space.
I guess that's enough for now. Next week we'll look at "WKRP in
Cincinnati,'" "The Paper Chase, and "The Eddie Capra Mysteries. '<
Until then; to quote Jane Curtin, HGoodnight and have a pleasant
N

H

On Friday, October 13th, the
Student Union Program Committee
will sponsor this year's first "Bear's
Den Nightclub featuring the
talented band called "Aces and
Eights". Their show covers music'
from artists such as: Graham
Parker and the Rumour. Bruce
Springsteen, Tom Petty, J. Geils"
the Beatles, George Benson,
originals and many more. The
Student Union Ballroom provides
anent,ertaining atmosphere with a .
full liquor license, munchies, plenty
of dance room,. and Surprise
Entertainment between sets of
Aces and Eights". Come and enjoy.
at the Bear's Den, one of the better
nights at B.S.C.!
Tickets: 11.50-2 per SSC ID. On
sale at S.U. Information Booth.
Date:Oct. 13, 1978
Place:S.U. Ballroom
H

James Mapes
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The Student Union Program
Committee will sponsor the film "My
'Fair Lady" on Sunday, October 8, at
6:30 pm and Monday, October 9~ at
2:00 pm in the Student Union
Ballroom . Follow the story of a
young woman . who is ttansformed
from rags to rich~s by 'a'
distinguished ,English gentlemen.
Ticket prices are.75¢ itb a valid
B.S.C. 1.0. and $1.25 for the general
public . Take some time' out ,and,
come to the movies!!

Aces ,and
Gibert Perry will be teaching two
courses: Ballet from 2-3 p.m. and
Tap/Jazz from 3-4 p.m., both
beginning on Oct. 16. Both classes
are in the council chamber. and
each costs six dollars.
Karate will bein on Oct. 16,6:30-8
p.m_ in UG·4. Instructor is Craig
Buniagni, cost is $8.00.
Interior design will be offered
from 7-9 p.m. beginning on Oct. 19.
Instructor is Louella Wells, place is
SU-2. cost is $6.00.
Alicia Flaugherty will teach
Ballroom Dancing from 3-4 p.m.
beginning on Oct. 19. The classes
will take place in the ballroom. Cost
is $6.00.
Meditations . taught by Richad
Pulsifer, in r-ooms 205, 206, and 207
at 7 p.m. beginning on Oct. 12. Cost
is $8.00.
Paul Drummond and Tom
Schneider will be teaching Mixology
in the Rat beginning at 5:30 on Oct.
15. Cost is $7.50.
Jack Dowd of the Bridgewater
Fire Department will teach Cardial
Pulminary Resuscitation in the
Demonstration Room beginning
Oct. 6. Cost is $1.50.
Sand Casting/Sculpture will be
taught by Norman Rousseau in the
Hobby Shop from' 1-4 p.m.
beginning Oct. 10. Cost is $5.00.
For More .information or to sign
up, ask at the info. booth.

The Bridgewater State Collegt.
Student Union Program Committee
is extremely proud to -present
James'Mapes on October 23rd.and
October 24th. James Mapes is a
master of hypnosis and a strong
believer in the 'Towers of the Mind"'.
Mapes believes that "we are all born
with Intra Sensory Perception' (ISP)
but lose it unless its existence is
acknowledged and developed.
Mapes is the founder and director of
New York Center for hypnosis and
mind control. He has also been a
consultant to psychiatrists and law
enforcement agencies.
James Mapes will be at
Bridgewater State College for two
days. On Monday, October 23rd. he
will do his main show, which
includes putting volunteers from the
audience under hypnosis. The
Monday 'show is at 7:30 p.m. in the
Student Union Auditorium.
Admission is 75 cents with a
. Bridgewater State College ID Card.
Public admission will be $1.25. On
Tuesday, October 24th, the first 125
people to sign up at the Student
Union Information Booth will have
the opportunity to attend a 3 and a
half hour seminar with James
Mapes in the Bridgewater State
College Student Union Ballroom at
6:30 p.m. James Mapes demon. strates how self-hypnosis can help
you lose weight, quit smoking, stop ,
nailbiting, develop better ,study
habits and much. much more.. The
cost will be $3 _per person for
Bridgewater State, College
Community only.
H
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Eights
virtuoso musicians from RUSSIa the
MOSCOW CHAMBER ORCHEST
RA was founded in 1955. The
Orchestra rapidly achieved a
standard of excellence under the
direction of RUDOLF BARSHAI.
The present Music Director of the
MOSCOW CHAMBER ORCHEST
RA is the famous Russian violinistIGOR BEZRODNI,who will be
making his Boston debut as
conductor at this concert. IGOR
BEZRODNI has chosen the
following program tor October 6:
Boccherini-Symphony in E flat
Shostakovich·Chamber symphony
(Op. nO)
Mozart-Symphony No. 29 in A
Mozart-Divertimento in D
The concert is Friday October 6th
at the 8pm in Symphony Hall. The .
Bridgewater State College Student·
Union Program Committee is
sponsoring a .. limited am04nt of
tickets for the performance. at
Symphony Hall in Boston. The
tickets are $5.50 and can be
purchased at the Information
Booth.

Moscow'
Chamber
Orchestra

The MOSCOW CHAMBER
EnJOY your leisure time by signing ORCHESTRA has an international
up for· one of this semester's mini reputation as the Soviet Union's
courses offered by the SU Program finest performing ensemble. In
Symphony Hall on October 6 this
Committee.
,
Disco- Dancing will be taught by ensemble will be making its only
Terese Gioue in Conference room 2 , Boston appearance as part of its two
beginnning on Oct. 11 at 6 p. m. Cost month United States Tour.
Consisting of more than twenty
is five dollars.

Dushak Flute
and Guitar Duo
On October .18, Wednesday, at
7:30. pm, the· Dushak Flute and
,Guitar Duo will play in the SU Art
Gallery.
.
The Dushaks will be performing
music that has been composed· or
arranged expecially for the flute and
guitar combination. The evening's
program will cosist of Spanish and
Italian baroque pieces as well as
contemporary music.
Both Thomas and MarJha
Dushak, teach at the Worcester
Performing Arts School and the All
Newton Music School. Since 1974
they have been performing in the
Boston area, at the Gardener
Musuem, the Art complex in
DuxburY, and for a WCRB-FM
broadcast.
Admission is 50 cents for BSC
students, one dollar for the public.

Conce.rt Reviews

Summer -Concerts

. by Doug Schorr
The passing of summer brings most part, he used th'e Cape Cod
back memories of cold beer. blazing Colliseum and the Paradise Club (a
temperatures, cool ocean surf, and nightclub which features lessergood parties_ It also makes one known acts and future superstars)
remember the many concerts that as his base of operations. .
occurred. Concerts, are an integral
Bruce Springsteen started the
part of the lives of many college .summer out with another one of.his
students during the .summer three-night stands at the Music Hall.
because of the release it gives them Bruce performed superbly on all
from the humdrum· working that three nights, though the .second
must be done for them to stay in night was judge9 to be thesuperior.
, school. This summer featured its The concerts were built around his'
share of good concerts, many of new alburl1, which hadn't .been
which were turned in by released at the time. Springsteen
treated the crowds to such songs as .
lesser known groups.
The superstar groups were "'Badlands," "Prove It 'All Night,'t
~bsent, for the most part, during the "The Promised Land,': not to
summer, because Don Law mention old standbys such as
refrained from bringing them in, due "Rdsalita," "Spirjts in the Night,"
to college students leaving the city in and "It's My Life."
Crosby,:Stills, and Nash and Yes
May. Law booked a couple ohhows
at the 'Boston Garden. but for the were the only two superstar groups "

to appear _at the Boston Garden
over the summer. As . . far as the
quality of their performances, this
much can be said--they did appear
at the GardeT}The bill of Geils (they used to be
the J. GeilsBand, remember?) and
Torn Petty and the Heartbrakers
proved to be a memorable concert
at· the Cape Cod Coliseum. Eight
thousand people were treated to
two good shows and to
temperatures of 120 degrees, which
turned the evening into a matter of
survival for both the groups and the •
audience. Other good concerts
. were turned in here by Blue Oyster
Cult and Ted Nugent. Two groups
at opposite ends of the spectr.um
appeared at the Coliseum at the cnd .
of the summer. Black Sabbath (who
cont. p. 7
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Ensemble Theatre

Pure Tryouts
The Ensemble Theatre will hold
open auditions for their second
production of the season, the
oldfashioned comic melodrama
"Pure as the Driven Snow," on
Tuesday, October 10, 4-6 p.m.;
Thursday, October 12,4-6 p.m., and
Friday, October 13, 4-7 p.m. in
Horace Mann Auditorium at
Boyden HalL Those interested in
auditions should attend all three
evenings.
The group will also hold open
auditions for a musical production
of Charles Dickens's "A Christmas
Carol" on Wednesday and
Thursday, November 1 and 2, from
3-6 p.m. at Horace Mann
Auditorium.
. Those interested in auds ioning
for both shows should not hesitate
since rehearsals and performances
will not interfere with each other.

NYC Trip
Everyone should be reminded
that the final sign-up for the Spring
(Apt:'i1) New York City Weekend trip
sponsored by the Ensemble Theatre
will be Friday, October 6, from 12-2
p.m. in the S.U. Green Room. The
total cost will be approximately
$35.00 per person (which includes
two nights at a hotel, the bus trip,
and one Broadway show). A $10.00
deposit must be brought on Friday!

Hobbit Review

by Joe Walker
BSC was visited last week by a
party of dwarfs searching for long
• • ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 • • • •
lost treasure. In their employ was a
burglar· one Bilbo Baggins(of the
There was a musical play called
Bag End Bagginses), A Hobbit. Also
Camelot. It was transformed from
accompanying them was a tall man
the novel The Once and Future
known as Gandalf the Grey· a self
King written by T.H. White- by the
legendary· talents of Alan Jay proclaimec 'Wizard.
By now you have probably
Learner (the lyrics above are his)
guessed that we are referring to
Frederick .Loewe and Moss Hart.
"The Hobbit", that wonderful
(They had combined in an earlier
fantasy by J.R.R. Tolkien, but what
success known as "My Fair LadyH)
"Camelot" transports us back in 'you may not know is the wonderful
way that it has been brought to life
time to a never-never land, an
imagination of- splendor of by Rusty Steiger and the Hutsuk
wonderment,· of entertainment, of Puppet Theatre.
Perhaps it is fitting that puppetry
courage, and of love.
All the gaiety and majesty of should be a medium for presenting
"Camelot" will be brought to you by "The Hobbit as unfortunately both
the Bridgewater State College have long been under rated by most
Ensemble Theatre on October 19, Americans as just "kid stuff". The
20, and 21 at 8:00 pm. This musical use of puppets allows the viewer to
extravaganza-is being directed an forget reality and tour the world of
choreographed by Prof. Robert Middle Earth that T olkien created.
Rustey Steiger> director of the
Barnett..
.
So come back in time with the Chicago based company expressed
Ensemble Theatre to the enchanted disappointment that puppetry
days of King Arthur and his had'nt grown as much in the U.S. as
legendary Knights of the Round in other parts of t~e world but also
Table and see one of the greatest
musical experiences of our time,
come to "Camelot".
Ticket prices are $2.50 for sse
staff and students. For information,
call 697-8321, Ext 213.

"Don't let it be forgot That th'ere
was once a spot For one brief,
shining moment Called Camelot'"

"Arts for All"
Club Notes
and will be returning to Bridgewater
Welcome hack to all "Art's for AIIN
at about midnight on Monday. We
club members. This year. dur to
hope this trip will be a learning
increased funding from the SGA, we
hope to bring you more activities . experience as well as an enjoyable
weekend for all.
and events than ever before.
T·shirts are now available by
First, let me say that O~lr meetings
order only. Anyone requesting T~
are now at a new time-every
shirts must bring the shirts to the art
Tuesday at 3:00 in the Art Building
buildings no later than Tuesday,
Seminar room. We hope you can all
Oct. 10, for printing. All shirts
make it, because your support is
needed to make our plans a great should have your name on them.
After printing, the shirts will be
success. We also need your ideas
for new events that you'd be- 'Placed on the drying racks in the
,printmaking studios and may be
interested in.
picked up Thursday, Oct. 12. The
Last Monday, an Art Mixer was
"Art's for All"" club is not responsible
held in the Rat from 4-6 p.m.
for any lost merchandise so check in
Unfortunately, I think the Red Sox
game kept away many people who on your shirts occasionally.
A few coming events are as
had planned on attending. But those
who did go had a good time: follows. On Oct. 19, we will be
showing an excelhmt movie , The
(Note:to Dr. Smalley: Wasn't it
Agony and the Ecstasy. This movie
lucky that they had the game on in
is FREE to all and will be shown in
the Rat?)
the S.U. Ballroom from 7-9 p.m. On
This weekend 40 people have
Oct. 31, Bud LePage wiIIbe
signed up to to New York City for
speaking to us on "The Year of the
the long weekend. The "Art's for
All" club's funding is taking care of Child" and will be looking for
volunteers to do promotionarwork.
most ot the expenses for this trip,
More details on these events and
making it a bargain at only $18.10 for
others will be given at a later date.
those that are going.
We "hope everyone' will get
We are planning to visit as many'
museums as time will allow. Several involved in this year's Mar's tor All"
club. We are sure it could be a great
other sights and activities will be
benefit to you as well as to the whole
suggested to everyone to make the
trip truly productive. The bus will be college community.
leaving Saturday morning at 7:00,

H

hopes for changes in the future. He
said they were presenting the
Hobbit to "'reach a college
audience."
Does it work? From the response
we found, most decidedly Nyeslt.
True some characters are gone and
some situations changed to
streamline it for the puppet stage

but the most important ingredients,
the pure joy and spirit of adventure
Tolkien gave Middle Earth remain.
We must congratulate The
Hutsuh for a truly inspired show,
and Mr. Bilbo Baggins for
discovering adventure is'nt such a
"terrible thing" even if adventures
make one late for dinner."

CONCERTS ...

cont. from p. 6
used to be superstars) and the
Outlaws (who have yet to be
superstars) came to the Coliseum.
The Outlaws are a group· that
performs well in front of an audience
a~d they are certainly a group of the
future. A hit single could be all that is
needed to bring them the attention
and recognition that they deserve;
though they are not commercially
oriented.
The Paradise Club was my
personal favorite for concerts. It
.gives good shoWs in a nightclubtYpe
atmosphere and has a capacity of .
about five hundred. Every seat is a
good one, and the groups seem to
perform well here. The Talking
Heads brought their form of
intellectual art-rock to the Paradise
and. left the audiences amazed by
their energy'· and the lyrics in their
songs. (The Heads deal with such
subjects as buildings, food, escape
from reality ahd other topics that
your average rock group sings
about.) The band put on memorable
shows at the club. Southside
Johnny"and the Asbury Jukes came
in for a week stand at the Paradise
and their. shows were exceptional,
except for one thing--the shows
were too short. No show was over
an hour and you left the dub almost
as fast as you entered. Todd
Rundgren and the Cars performed
some bf the last shows of the
summer at the Paradise and both
groups made their shows
memorable. Todd Rungren's
appean~nce at such a small club was
a surprise in itself, as was the
flourish with which he did it. Todd
genuinely enjoyed himself in front of
the small audience and performed
songs ranging from old numbers like
"Hello. It's Me" to songs from his
current' LP. As ,for the. Cars, what
can be said-that hasn't already been
said about this Boston-based band?
They are rock superstars of the
future and proved it with excellent
shows at the Paradise. They played
every song from their current album
except my favorite, '~Mixed Up,"
along with a few songs from' a future
album.· The' Cars brought the
summer to an excellent end as far as
concerts. and. made me reflect on
the past summer. It was a season of
good concerts and bad concerts,
but mostly it was the season of
summer; and that made it all
worthwhile.

ELO
by Joe McDonald' .
One of the biggest concert draws
in music,. E.L.O., carne to
Providence on. September 28 and
managed to' completely disappoint

the sell-out crowd. Although the of the latter. Always known as a
music was excellent, the whole poignant interpreter of others
concert was terrible.
songs, Havens blends this quality
Jet Records act trickster opened with moving versions of his own
the show with some good rock- material. Like many popular
and·roll. The band shows promise. performers during the 60's
Then a wait of and hour and twenty demonstrations. era, much of his
minutes managed to make the music is anti-war, "and although it
natives very restless as frisbees flew sounds slightly dated, the
and M-80's" .exploded. The crowd sentiments they represent are still
was also ~hocl:<:ed that the famed relevant today: Richie appeared
E.L.O. saucer was not going to be Friday night at the Paradise Theatre
used on this occasion. The reason in Boston, he has been on a recent
was that the previousevenihg, the JoYrofc::lll~s.. . . .'. .' ..... '. . ' ..
band used the saucer in Boston and
Ranging from a Frank Sinatra
it takes 2 days to dismantle and 2 song (It Was A Very GoodYear) to
days to reassemble this "stage".
traditional Civil War songs to his
The lasers flashed around the hall own biggest number (Freedom),
as the band took the stage, opening Havens applied his gravelly baritone
with "Standing in the Rain/Night in voice effectively to make up for
the City." During the course of the spotty guitar playing. Never known
.show (which clocked in at one hour for his prowess as an instrumentalist
and twenty minutes, far too short (he plays in open tuning), he was
for this band), E.L.O. performed: accompanied by guitarist Paul
several hits including "Showdown," Williams who seemed to 'be
"Evil Woman;" "'Mr. Blue Sky,'" and improvising as he went along and
"Turn to Stone.1t
didn't add much to . the entire
Highlights included Hugh proceedings.
McDowell's solo on cello
Despite an increasingly annoying
(incorporating WFlight of the habit of working into such an
Bumblebee") and Nick Kaminski's emoti'onal frenzy that his
violin solo (including "Night on Bald . songending strumming would
Mountain"). Because of the laser almost .knock his mike stand over,
light show being projected on· the Richie Havens delivered a musical
Civic Center's roof, very few people diverse, entertainiing set.
paid attention to the musicians
The best moments of the evening
during their respective solos.
were provided by the warm-up act, a
The band closed the main set with group of unknowns from New
Jeff Lynne's classic rocker 1)0 YaH Jersey known as "Grover,
which brought the Gapatity crowd Margaret, and Za Zu Zas". Playing a
to their feet. After returning to surprising potpourri of jazz, swing,
perform NNa·Na·Na·Belle
and be-bop, rock, and kitchen sink, the
"Living Things," E.L.O. closed the group had enough stage presence to
con c e r t wit h
Roll 0 v e r overwhelm the 200 or so Havens
Beethoven." This whipped the- fans and earned th\?mselves a call
crowd into.a frenzy as they jumped for an encore. Maz:garet, a guitar
and twisted both in the aisles and on wielding lady o~ning a voice
their chairs. The band departed and possibly a clone of! Ella Fitgerald,
the crowd screamed for more, but demonstrated 'exceptional vocal
to no avaiL The crowdm greatly range, combining with her two
disappionted, began to file out.
compatriots to create a sound
True, the concert had its good reminiscent of the late great Dan
points, but the good were definately Hicks and the Hot Licks. You don't
outweighed by the bad. Combine a hear three part scat harmony very
rowdy crowd, a mediocre lead often, and you'll be hearing a lot
group, average special effects and a more from this band.
band that seemed bored with the "'iIIIIIIII"·
whole deal, and you have avery
sorry looking concert, several angry
fans and one. very disappointed
reviewer. Next time around r think
N

H
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"I'll~ss....onJhe....entire..mess.

Richie Havens
by Gil Bliss
As the music'al .voices of the
'Woodstock Generation" gradually
faJIbythewayside, several seem to
carryon .for various reasons,
whether finacially-oriented pr
artistically-oriented. Richie Havens,
despite fading pOpular appeal and
faded record s~les is obviously, one

THE
MASTER
OF THE
AIRWAVES

SAT9·12p.m.

!)

SUN. 12 - 2 p.m.
fHURS. 9 - 12 p.m.
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MSSA Helps YOU ave Money!
The Mass.achusetts State
Student Association held its first
meeting of the year at Salem STate
College last Sunday. T~e
Assosciation, representing 22 of the
Commonwealth's 30 public
campuses, plans to seek funding
from student governments at their
member schools this year. Funding
will be giong towards publications
and personell to support the
MSSA's lobbying efforts in the
upcoming year.
MSSA President Larry Mandell
noted that the Association was
instrumental in defeating a proposal
to tax dorm students for their ~eals
during the end of the last session'of
the legislature. Mandell said "the
result was a savings of between $40
and $60 per dorm student."
HAt UMass alone," Mandell
continued, "students saved over

$440,000 this year." Mandellfurther
noted that the MSSA's funding
request of .15 per student was
"peanuts .when compared to the
potential savings the Association
could produce."
The Association plans to play a
major role in the special commission
to Study the Reorganization of
Public Higher Education. The
Commission has several bills that
MSSA filed' lasy year slated for
discussion. According to
Representative James Collins (DAmherst) the Commission will be
studying bills to grant students full
third party status in Collective
Bargaining negotiations, to place
student representatives on the
Buildings Authorities of the State
Colleges, the University of
Massachusetts and the University
of Lowell and the roel of students in
the collection and dispersment of

student activities fees.
Additionally, MSSA has joined
the VOTE YES on Question 1
Committee. The Committee is a
proposal to classify property to be
taxed at different levels. Under the
propsed amendment commercial
and industrial property owners
would shoulder $285 million in
property taxes that are presently
being placed on homeowners and
open space.
MSSA leaders noted that if
Question 1 fails, an uncontrolable
tax revolt would be the imending
result. if that happens." President
Mandell said; "we can expect a
substantioal cut in state spending_"
Mandell further noted that Higher
Education is easiest to cut politically
because the state puts out more
unmatched dollars in higher
education than in any other state
program.
8!~~~~~~~~~~~~!!!!!!!!!!~~~~~~!!8

So says the VA ...
J',',\ GOlr,IG

~IGIH

ENLl5T; l"~15S

Thursday thru Saturday
October 5-7
OASIS
Wednesday October 11
(irizzly Dave Erickson·

MISS PEACH

by
Mel! Lezo,us

SlOWfJ TC
PEACH

IT SAy'S HERE Tf-iA: THE
V.A WiLL PAY VETERANS
TO COI\~Pi..ETE HI6H· 5( riCOL
,
'so TC C:'LLE6E
~o~: LcAkN .:.. TRADE _ .. /

\r----"\.~

New Englands Best in One Man
Entertainment
Special: Thumb Wrestling Contest
Coming Next Week
Thursday-Saturday October 12-14

..... tr't. \
'-,~-L,..·"',r~~

Contact n-;;~-;' VA office·
(cheCk your phone book) ora 10cl:>1 veter-ens group.

Calamity Jane
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
: Thursday is DRAFT BEER :
•
:
night 12 oz. only 50¢ :
These two people are just sitting and
relaxing, enjoying the wonderful fall
weather and· the latest edition of THE
COMMENT. It s,hould have been you in
this picture!!
We need you to join The Comment, so if
you're interested, come join us!

:
Friday & Saturday
. :
': FREE ADMISSION OR FREE DRINK :
:
FOR 50¢ WITH THIS AD!!!!!
:
•
MULDOON~
:
:•
•
.
105 Copeland Street
:
:
West Bridgewater
':
: Sundays.. Private, Functions at :~'
: ...•..•..•.•.....••.......•...•..............
. Reasonable Rates
:

.

.

.

" , .

.

~

e COlllll1ent
.presents:

"Oldies Night"
Friday October 27,1978
8pm to midnight
at The Catholic Center'
Admission $1.00
FREE FOOD and DRINK·

So dig out your bobby-sox or slick back your hair
and get ready· for the best night of
Homecoming!J !r!!

..
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Ne wk irk Se ts Re co rd
First there was Scot Newkirk, Grinding out
the last few yards up Park Place and towards
the finish line at the Clement Library.
Behind came Brian Buhler. Then Scott
Degirolamo. Then Rich Agnew.
The first four finishers were across the line
in this third meet of the still young
Bridgewater Cross Country season--and all
four wore the Bear red and whited_
The final count read Bridgewater 16 , Mass
Maritime 40--and in this sport where low
score takes the trophy, the Bears had come
up with a bonitide blow-out.
It wasn't just that Bridgewater copped five
out of the first six places on the day-- it was the
manner in which they won this meet. Newkirk
blazed a course record, Buhler pulled out his
best time and Degirolamo and Agnew came
home in less thn 24:30.
F or Scot Newkirk, who Coach Laverty
calls Hthe leader on this team"', it was a most
satisfying run. Newkirk's jaunt through the
wilds of Bridgewater produce d a time of
22:54.3--and nobody, but nobody, has done it
faster over the sme course.
faster over the same course.
For Bridgewater, the win boosts their mark
to 2-1, wi~h victories over Framingham and
Maritime. The lone loss came to a tough
squad from SMU.
CROSS COUNT RY NOTES: Mary Creedo n
and Karen Fleming placed first and fourth
respectively in the girls division of the SMU
Invitational. Creedo n, the defending champ,
was successful in her title defense. Also at
SMU, Scot Newkirk finished with his fastest
time of the year to place 15 th at the meet.
Newkirk's finish was touted as "exceptional"
considering the high caliber of competition at
the InvitationaL
Special mention fo~ the teams biggest fan,
Mr. Newkirk, who never misses a meet.
Bridgewater plays at SMU on Thurs. Oct. 5
followed by a game at Northea stern on Sat.
Oct 7 which will be played on astrotur f in the
Back Bay(of Boston). The next home game
will be on Wed. ,Oct. 11 against U. Conn.
Come and watch. HELP SUPPO RT THE
TEAM!!
PUSH- INS: Freshm en Initiation-Boo Boo
and Diana, any buildup on the buttercups?·Buck and Chuck, what's the reason ?-Happy Birthday to Carrie and Jack(K .A.)-Congr at's to ·Boggie on her 1st goal in 6
years. --Hap py Happy dream come true to
Leese- -Sandy 's back, alive and welll- Many thanks to the FANS ... NUTS !!!-Double sees,sio ns s~re paid, 9ff-Washi rigton here', we come'!! /'

The SSC' vol1eyb~li " team had a busy
weeken d losing at home Fri. to a very fluent
Uniu. of Mass.' team, 15-8,15-12,15-9, then
travelled to Worces ter Sat., for a seven-t eam
Clark Univ.ln uitatio fial Tourna ment
finishing third ahead of Brown, 'Smith,
Eastern Nazaren e, and Clark.
Clark's tournam ent was won by perennial
champs Springfield College with Providence
. College the runner-ups. BSC's best match of
the day was against Providence ", Col/ege
losing the first game 15~1, rebounding with a
15-12 win in the second and then losing the
deciding game 15-12 after jumping out to a 1210 lead. Superio r all·aroundfloor play by Co·
Captain Jane Urbanski highlighted the bears
perform ance earning them the third place
finish.

Psc!1cles
"1 TOL D YOU SHE WO ULD NT
PPR ECI ATE ' YOU R BAC K HANDf'

WBIM
WBIM
Rte. 18
E. BRIDGEWATER
MASS.

TEL.
378- 3060

HOURS:
MON. to Fit
10 to 9
SAT. 9:30 to 5
MASTER·CHAR~E

IANKAMERfCARD
FREE LAY-A.WAYS

"Personalized Family Ski Shop','
RESO NABL E PRIC ES ON ALL SKI
CLO THIN GforM en and Ladles ...
All Slz••
We corry a lull
Line oj

• SKIS
• BOOTS

BINDINGS
POLES

SKI RACKS
ACCESSORIES

Featuring America's
Greates(Hamburge.r
MONDAY Nile

"londa,.lita
Football"
On the Big Screen
2&e Hot Do••
·400 Draft s
TUESDAY Nixe ~.

Tog a Par t,
Doo.r Prize.

Best TOla - $26.00

All Bar Drinks $1.00
8 ..11

WEDNESDAY NITE

THEIISAIE

"PAUL
WAYIIE"
III Drinks
2 for 1-1-18
THURSDA'V .Nll'E

"2 for 1
Nite"
All Bar Drinks 8-11
Live Entertainment

Featuring the Return of

SKIERS ••

HUSH!!!

G

Yes, we have X·COUNTRY
Skis & Boots

Featuring
.
.
Matt Murph y - just returned from .recor?lng with
John Beh.Jshi of Saturday Night live
Thursda y - Saturda y Octobe r 5th - 7th

All ski pkg~. are put
toget her to meet
your pers onal

needs
'at Disco unt Price s.

SKI 'RENTAL
,SH P
Renta ls by the day
or week!
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Kentucky Fried WingA- Than For C.P.

Classifieds
"Clean up Committee": Thanks for keeping it
in the green bag about Thurs. Eve. You're the
good group· mostly you, Sue H. Bawl always,

for sale

Joan Marie.

,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ II.

1972 Honda. 450-N~Battery'LUggageRack.(
Looks Great, call Mike at 697·7635.
F
Boo S'
.
~e
. ts.• 12e 6, on~ half ye~ old. ~ge
WIth braId gomg dO\NJ1 side. In nunt conditlon.!
Selling for $25.00 or best offer. Ask fOrSharOn\
at ext 376.

'66 T

N--...!-

an mustang. ~work..Bestoffer,For
information call Andi or Craig at 543.5005

My dearest ''Hunl{''.!justwantedyoutoknow \
that I think yo~'re ~he greatest !ooking guy on )
campus. You re slX-foot~two Inch, hundred
and eighty pound body really turns me on.,
Every time I see you play football with that )
great number 32, I just melt.I can't wait to get
to know you better because I think I'm in love.
Hope to see you sometimeinCarveror here at
BSC SigMd Love at first 'ght
.,
$I
•
Bob D., Thank you for the use of your body
Wednesday morning! I really appreciated it!

after 4:00.

JET

help wanted
Barmaid, bartenders, Waitress, Door Man.
Call 583-8217. Ask for Denis between 1()..5
Mon. through Friday.

Sue F: Sorry about being bitchy Wednesday
morning. I guess I'm just tempermental. Love,
"8.S."
TotheRt.24SouthboundGreenTR-7. We've
~n you on campus but we're too shy to
introduce ourselves. Looking forward to
seeing you on the highway. Waa! Waa! Waa!

lost & found

P.S. Could you read our signs.
Lost: one 11 x: 8 1/2 spiral bound note book .•
navy blue cover. with brand name Mead.
Contains Organic Chemistry notes. Reward if
returned. Ask for Barb at 697·7630 if you have
it.

personals
To Carol: Happy 21st! Lynn and Liz

Scotty, Engines ahead, Warp z. Sorry if I
seemed to.be interfering with your affairs. I'D
stick to the Bridge • Capt. Crick
To Joan Balone: You just don't listen! What's
matter, couldn't you handle the Big Mac?
Teh, teh, tch! Two A's in speech, no way! Sit
back! I don't know about you Balonel

too

Happy Birthday Teddy Bear. Hope you have a
wonderful day and an even better night. Hope
you like your surprise:. remember last year and
the future it led 10. Love you very much. Yours
always and forever, Prince$S.
To the man in 285. Let's caU an end to the
silence: We are only hurting each other. Ishall
always be devoted to you. Mylifelsincomplete
without you. The girl in 401.
To my love, whom I miss dearly. To dance in
my dreams. To shine when I need the sun. To
hold me when dreams are done, and oh, my
dreams, love. If you will' take my love, then all
my dreams are truly begun. Please: return to
me soon.

\

To my Sexy Italian Stallion: These past 18
months with you have been the best. I love you
babe! You're the one who has made all my
dreams come true. You're still the one I love
more than the world! So here's to many more
months and years of happiness and life fuJI of
love. Always and forever yours till ternity.,
Karen.

I still remember all the good times we had

To Jeanne. Happy 18th! Lydia.

Christin - have a super 21st birthday. Now
you're ..legal aU over the world!! Always
remember... there's more to life than student
teachingl (1 hope!)! Your immatur~ roomy!

together. I try to fOfg€t the bad: shouting on
telephones, tears at parties. I'm sorry for aU the
mistakes. We can't go back but, let's begin
again. Let's make love, not war.
To handsome blue eyes: It was nice seeing you
that night (the 23rd), but it would have been
nicer if we'd talk. Suggest a meeting place and
we'n meet and discuss the entire situation. I
shall always care. Your devoted "Love".
To the wild and crazy occupants of 410
Plymout Street, f really enjoyed your party last
Saturday night. I wish I knew who live there,
they must reaDy be "OUT TO LUNCH".

find the way to Kansas! SO WATCH OUT!!
(No worming allowed - just shouting.)
.
To everyone on the Comment staff: r know we
had to stay pretty late to get this one out, and I
really appreciate all the support and
help ...you're great! It'l be better next time cuz
we (hopefully) won't have to wait until
Wednesdays to start things! Thanks again!
Jean
To Dick, Dan, Frank, Richie and Jamie: Have
good weekends, although without us around
we know you'l be blue~ If you need a Hot Shot
Dan, forget it! You'd be "as good as gone".
Love always, US
,

Classified Ad Form
HOUSING
~

PERSONAL
OTHER

Kentucky Fried Chicken's "Wing-AThon" for the Benefit of United
Cerebral Palsy
On Saturday, October 14,
Kentucky Fried Chicken and cosponsor JBIOS FM will sponsor a
•
_
•
•.
WIt:g A-Thon m cooperation wIth
Un 1ted C er e b rar Pal sy 0 f
Southeastern Massachusetts.

wings eaten. Many additional prizes
will be awarded through the
courtesy of JBI05 FM. Your
Support will be greatly appreciated
by the Cerebral Palsied population
we serve. For more information call
583-3335.
•••••••••••••••••• 6 •• ~ ••

••
:
••

••

SAC 9/20

:

••

This unique fund raising event has
been develop€d for the generating
of new funds for the Developmentally Disabled of our community thru
United Cerebral Palsy of
The Student Advisory CommisSoutheastern Massachusetts. The
Bristol County Wing-A-Thon will be sion met at Worcester State College
held at VFW Post 3260, 929 Ashley at 7:00 Schools present were
Boulevard, New Bedford, Mass.,' Boston State, Worcester State,
and VFW Post 611, 82 Ingalls" Salem State, Bridgewater State,
Fitchburg State, FraminQhamState,
Avenue, Taunton, Mass., on Oct. and North Adams State.
14, 1978 at Ii am thru 2 pm.
Contact hours for SAC Reps and
The Wing-A-Thon will be a alternates were discussed and a
contest to determine how many compilation of names, addresses,
chicken wings each participant can ...... ....-.
I
consume within a given period of ,
time. Each participant, after·
of!icially j?ining the Wing-A-Tho~,
WIll be gIVen a sponsor sheet In
which each sponsor is asked to '
pledge a sum of money for each
chicken wing eaten. Judges will
verify the amount of chicken wings.
eaten by each participant. Sponsor i
shee~s, wil~ be available at. all .
partlclpatmg Kentucky FrIed
Chicken locations: New Bedford-t,
2344 Acushnet Ave., and 506
County St. Fall River-- 484 Pl~asant
St. Attleboro-- 165 North Mam St.
Raynham~- Route 44.
There will be·two major prizes
0
awarded. One will be a ten speed
bicycle for the greatest amount of
money collected, and the other will
be a personal12-inch T.V. for most

~ Minutes ,~
••.••.................

Chairperson Barbara Jacque
reported that there was a Board of
Trustees meeting on Thursday,
Sept. 14. The B.O.T.meeting is
scheduled for Weds., Oct. 12 at
Westfield, and there will be a
meeting of the Student Ufe
Committee on Weds., Sept. 27 in
Boston.
Concerning Massachusetts State
College System Week, B.O.T .
Chairman George Ellison and
Trustee Melissa Tillman have made
10 to 30 second commercials for
public television promoting the
M.S.C.S. Bumper stickers, TShirts, etc. are also being made.
Barbara also informed the
Trustees that we are again
interested in sitting on B.O.T.
committees. Student input has
again been welcomed in the
committees. Every Rep. is advised
to at least sit in on one of the
functions of the B.O.T., and
Barbara took a list of interestprl
people to the Trustees.
ill
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Hey all you weaSels!! The Rat Patrol is going to

T~s is to announce that Robert A.' Cote has officially
reSIgned from .the office of Editor-in-Chief of The
. Comment, effective September 28; 1978.
.

Circle Headins:
FOR SALE

phone no.'s and contact itmes will
be put together when all information
is complete.

The

OLOE FORGE TAVERN
Route 138 S. Easton
238-1913

WELCOME BACKIll
THE DYNAMIC

WANTED

LOST & FOUND
RIDE/RIDERS

----~------------------------~-----

Adto read as follows: _ . . _ _ - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - -

D.J. SULLIV AN
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGItT

Classf/ieds are free for ,oll students,
faculty, 'staff." and admini~tration of BSC.
For all others. rates are $ I .50 per column inch.

NameIPhone ______~_ _
Address: ________
T,otal A.mt. Eul(:ios....d: _____________._. __
~.":Wifll'Jl'$!m. ArT
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THURSDAY Oct. 12 & 19 BEAVER BROWN
EVERY FRIDA Y - J.D. BILL Y & KEN
SA TURDA Y Oct. 14 - THE ESTES BOYS

SATURDAY, Oct. 21-TRAVELE'R
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Bears Beat Mariners,

October"5, 1978 11

19-12

'i he Bridgewater coach had ample reason
The stalwart Bear defenders must have running of Frongillo and culminating with the
to be proud of his athletes--could point to any given the team new life--and given Maritime keeper by Scott Armstrong. The" Bear
number of key plays and outstandfing something to worry about--because as the quarterback landed in the endzone and the
performances that stood out on the day.
second half commenced, the Bears came out Bear defense put Maritimeunder wraps the
The roll call was numerous.
firing and from that piint it was all rest of the game.
Don Ca1m, the senior coO-caption who holds Bridgewater.
Bridgewater 19, Maine Maritime 12. ADIOS
down a linebacking slot stepped in front of
Scott Armstrong chipped in with Dramatic CASTINE.
two Maritime passes for interceptions to stop Play Number Two--a 30 yard pass completion
drives. Defensive back. B GAry Buelow did to Scott Brennan on third and long, keeping MENS INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL is off
the same for a third aerial theft.
alive a drive that would eventually culminate and flying with the defense preuailing in all the
Bob Spinney, playing back with Buelow in a Reg Emino TD lunge to make the score 12: games played so far.
had, what Mazzaferro termed, "'an 12.
In last Tuesday's contest both games went
Well, a funny thing happer.ed on the way to outstanding game." Ernie Branco and Dave
What it all paved the way for was dramatic into ollertime. The Beaver Eaters won their
Castine.
Hickey, the BSC kicking tandem, kept Play Number Three--the entire fourth quarter contest oller the Untouchables 6·0 while
Colarusso and fullback Blenn Gallant got Maritime bottled in their own end for most of touchdown drive, spearheaded by the Urinary PRProcess tied with the Flying
hurt(not so amusing but they'll be back soon) the contest and the offensive line, after
Foreskins, 0·0.
and a fellow named Frongillo, all 510 182 opening first half holes that netted Bear backs
pounds, moved in at fullback--a slot normerly only nine yards rusing, really caught fire in the
pounds, moved in at fullback --a slot normally pivotal second stanza, opening the floodgates
reserved for the Incredible Hulk's of the for Armstrong and company.
football world.
Bridgewater came right back with a pass
. Trailing 12-6 after the half, the freshman conneCtion that is becoming notorius for the
from Stoneham proceeded to ignite the BSC big gainer--Armstrong to end Larry
offense into a ball control domination it has Benninger. Benninger hauled in the Bear
9th. John is a Navy vet who just came out last
quarterback's foss and ran in for a 55 yard
Cross country runners for the most part year. Running with a cold John improved his
seldom enjoyed thus far this season.
Quarterback Scott Armstrong kept TD.
are individuals who are not known to any.one previous best time by 3 minutes over the 4
handing the ball to Frongillo, and RFrongillo
Indeed, there was no one dramatic play except a small cadre of fellow pavement and one fourth mile course.
kept ripping off yardage over, through and that spun tl:tingsaround in favor of the Bears pounders. Thursday the Bear's cross
These six were the ones who accomplished
around the defense of Maine Maritime--who in this game-- there were several dramatic country team remained anonymous not only the Bear's first shutout in any moons··but
"by this, time must have been thumbing plays.
to most of the campus but, also to they aren't the only running Bears. Karen
through scouting reports trying to find out
Dramatic Play Number One came as the Framingham State, as they ran away with all Flemming and Mary Creedon are the
who ,this guy" Carmine Frongillo was.
first half was ticking away. Maine blocked a the marbles in a 15-42 rout.
backbone .of the Lady Bears. Karen is a
Winning handily in" 23:31 was Scott relative rookie on the circuit-·however ,she
"He was hot, really hot, wxclaimed Head Dave Hickey punt which flopped down on the
Coach Pete ~azzaferro after the.gam7. ~e Bear one Yard line--usually a distance which Newkirk,a senior and 4 year veteran who led hangs around with former Bear crosscan be covered with a simple giant step over from wire to wire. FollowingScott was young country star Karl Boen--good company.
was really gomg so we kept runmng hIm.
The substitute fullback didn't stop running the line.
Scott DeGirolamo-·a freshman from - Very fewrealizeB.S.C. has one-ofthe finest
Mansfield who showed some of the stuff that lady runners in New England. Mary Creedon
until he had amassed 85 yards in 20 carries - "
But the Bridgewater defense, with first
will make future Bear cross-countryteams has run long and hard to become what she is
and helped spur Bridgewater toa 19·12
and helped spur Bridgewat~r to a 19·12
down and a yard to go for Maritime, did not
less than anonymous. Behind DeGirolamo today. Post-midnite runs are not unusual to
'
concede the distance and head for the locker
was Brian Buhler from Orleans,als.o a Frosh. this totally dedicated athlete. In a small school
victory over the Mariners. "" ""'
It was, perhaps, the best ballgame BSe has room. Maine was uhable to dent the barrier
Brian ran his best race yet finishing in 24:27. like B.S. C. it is amazing that she is still
played of the three contests thus far. until a last gasp lunge took theballover as the Buhler, who ran in the Cape and Islands relatively unknown. She is,probably, the best
League,promises big things as a real uncut athlete jn the whole school; yet runners,
Certainly the seocnd half was a masterpiece dock ran out. "
especially female runners are not in" vogue.
of football that Coach Mpzzaferro would love . , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " " " gem. He hasn't yet reached his potential.
to wrap up and save for another day."
In fourth place was Rich Agnew from Mary is defending champion at the S.M.U.
"'We had better balance between the
Pembroke. Richy hasn'trun fodour years yet Invitational and would like to cop 1st at the
offense and defehse,"'said Mazzaferrol in t h e "
.
has stayed in great shape playing tennis. Codfish ,Bowl·-she missed by 1 second last
Rounding out the shutout was Dr. Bill year.
second half we really were able to play ball
contr()l:~d cUdJ;l't"bave the longyardag€
MacKinnon. Bill is a junior from Brockton wh
The running Bears meet Mass. Maritime at
situations'''fadr1g "us that we've' had in the
""" .. ""
: ".
0 ran his best race ever over the arduous home this Tuesday at 4:00. Anonymity is not
past... we controlled the tempo of the game." -._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.... ~Bear Trap"'..John. Semer" of" Milton finished "incurable~-.all" it .takes: ,is YOUl

CASTINE, ME.-·It was just a week ago that
Carmine F rongillo was spending game days
drumming his fingers on the BSC bench.
As a freshman tailback he could do
little more -- watching senior starting back Al
Colarusso, last year's leading rusher, ram
through opposing defenses. Frongillo might
have had every reason to as~ume he would go
on watching his teammates as a spectator-oat
least until next year.
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M'ules laden with Blue Mag'uey pinas on their way t.o Ouervo 'sw Rojena plant.

Wanted
Girl Scout
Leaders'
Immediat~ ope Ping$in
your local ares for
active, carin! adults
(both women and men) ..
u_
. -neces~
A~" experlence

Training supplied.;
. Generous
compensation in terms
of personal,8&tisflllct1:on.
"You c~ work
aary.

with girls, 6 to 17,
,or with other adults.
Por inf'onaatioD call.
PJ.,.outh Bq Girl
Soout Council .;..

To} J - free.
J -8'0 O-;;J.. J./,.J,-O q~S

"
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Smce 1795 we've gathered our
Blue Ma-.WIeys for Cuervo Gold
the $entIe way. .'....
.
Its the old way. And still
.
the best.
.
" At Cuervo we kno1o that there is only one way to make
Cuervo Gold perfect. The way we've been doing it for more
than 180 years.
That's why peopZestill nurture our fields_of Blue
Maguey plants. And why mules are still used to bring
,
these precious plants to our distillery. For traditwn is still
the most important ingredient in Cuervo Gold.
" "This is what m.akes Cuervo Gold truly special. Neat,
on the rocks, with a splash of soda,in a perfect Sunrise or
Margarita, Cuervo Gold will bring you back to a time when
quality ruled the uJorld. "

euer"vo. The Gold standard since 1795.
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Sox Lose To· Yanks
A season that had consisted of 162 games
was over, and this was the game that
counted. It didn't matter that the Red Sox
had at one time held Q 14-game lead ouer the
Yankees,k or that in September the Yankees
had swamped the Sox in a seuen game series
which opened up a 31/2 game lead over
Boston. Who cared if the Red Sox had won
eight in a row or that the Yankees had blown
iheir last game of the season? The whole
baseball season came down to one game.
The winner oj this game would be the East
Division title holder in the American League
and more importantly, meet the Kansas City
Royals in the playoffs to decide for the
pennant. The Yankees and Red Sox had tied
in the regular season and forced a special
one-game playoff. The New York-Boston
rivalry which is so evident in professional
sports UJould once more-be put to the test:
As it turned out, the Yankees de: 'ated the
Sox by a score of 5-4 in ci game that wa.c. et;€ry
bit as close as the score indicated. With the
scoreboard reading 4-2, in favor of N. Y. As it
turned out, the Yankees defeatedtneSox by
a score of 5-4in a game that was every bit as
close as the score indicated. With thf!
scoreboard reading 4-2,· in lavor of N. Y.
Reggie Jackson slammed a home run deep
into the right field gaandstand to put the
Yanks ahead 5-2 with what proved to be the
winning run in the eighth inning.
The Red Sox did stage a comehack in their
half of the inning. Jerry Remy connectedfor a
double and was· driven home by a Car!
Yastrzemski single. After Jim Rice flied out,
Cariton Fisk sEso singled to keep the rally
aliue, Fred LY11n lined a single to left to bring

home another runand make the score 5-4,
but that was as close as the Sox would get.
Butch Hobson flied out and George Scott
struck out to end the inning.
The Red Sox alsonaaan opportunity in the
ninth. With one out, and Rick Burle~on on
first, Remy stroked a ball to .deep rrght for
what should have been a certam tnple except
for a great play by LO!J.Pinniella. Pinniella lost
the ball in the sun but recovere~ e.nought to
catch the ball on one hope and 11mlt Remy to
a single and keep Burleson on second,
because of Rick's in~ptitude. on t~e base
paths. Burleson was sIgnaled mto thIrd base
by his coach,. Eddie Yost, but instead dicided

to heed his onw intuition and stay at second.
Needless to say, the play might have cost
Boston the Ballgame. Jim Rice flied out and
would haue~riven Burleson home if he had
been 0 third base, but such is how the season
has gone for the Sox. Yastrzemski popped up
to thire to end the ballgame and all of
Boston's hopes with it.
Th~ Red Sox had led 2-0 at one time with a
home run by Yaz and an RBI single by Rice.
That was short-liued, though. The
Yankees got singles by Chris Chambliss and
Roy White and Bucky Dent droue them home
with a three-run homer to put the Yanks
ahead 3;2.

After Torrez walked Mickey Rivers, Bob
Stanley came in and didn'i fare any better.
Rivers stile second and. came home on
Rivers stole second and came home on
Thurman Munson Munson's double to bring
the scoore to 4·2. The score stayed this way
until the Jackson homer in the eight.
Though both teams hold the best records
in baseball, New York is the team that will
represent the division at Kansas City. The
Red Sox had their chances many times
during the year, but just like this ballgame,
didn't come through when it counted.

TENNIS TRIUMPHS!
Maine
The date was September 29,1978. t-or the
8.S.C. mens' tennis team it will surely be a
,day to remember. Not because the team they
beat was a division I team, or not because
they won, but because of the inspired way

Field Hockey
on the Rise
On Deptember 19, the team's first win was
over Ivy League's Yale University. The varsity
. won 2-1: while the J.V.:s won 1-0. Varsity
goals were scored by Erin Egan and Sharon
Rogerson, both assisted by Debbie Hill. The
JV goal was scored by Paul~ Hucch.
The varsity then went on to defeat Boston
College on September 21, by a score of 1-0. .
The lone goal was scored by Becky
Welch{unassisted). The JV squad was also
victorious with a score of 4-0, scoring for SSC
was Kathy Boggan, Linda Doherty and Ann
Merlin with two goals.
With two games under thsir belt. the teams
traveled to Southern Conn. on Sept. 28. ThE!
varsity came out with an exciting win- the
final score 2·1. Sara Hoague assisted on both'
goals as Becky Welch and Lisa Vaillancourt
(finally) scored. It has taken Briggewater
close to six years to defeat tQe highly ranked
Southern team. Yeah I! A heartbreaking 1-0
loss was suffered by the JV squad as a result
of a penalty stroke'in the second half.
After a stunning victOry over Southern the
varsity headed'to Providence College on
Saturday; Dept. 30. Keeping up with this
year's winning tradition, the team went on to
·defeat P.C. by a score of 6-1. It was tenaw in
the first half as P.C. took a commanding 1-0
lead with only a fewminutes gone in the game.
Bridgewater capitalized on the mistakes of
the P.C.defesse which resulted in6 quick
. goats. Leading fqr'
in the scoring
department was Lisa Vaillancourt with 3
goals, followed by Erin Egan wlth'2, and Palla
Hutch with .one. Deb Hill;. Cheryl Jackson,
Sharon Rogerson. and, Becky EElch each
Assisted on 4 of the, 6 goals.. . .
_

sse

The BSe Jayvees opened their seasori
against Univ. of Mass. Jayuees fn'day losing
15~6, 15-2, ,and 15-9. The team fashioned
moments of brilliance but lacked the game .
experience necessary to mount a continuous
attack. Siluia' Escoto, Gayle Kiley, and
Suzanne FilIippi played well for the young
bears in this, their initial contest.
The varsity travels to Univ. of N.H. Sat.
and returns for a home match Tues. against a
tough Uniu of Conn. team at 7:30 On Thurs.
they play at M.1. T., last years State Champs,
at 7:45.

they played. When the U.Maine tennis team
showed up at the Great Hill' tennis courts,
they looked very confident and for a good
reason; they were a better tennis team than
B.S.C. This obvious factor did not bother the
B.S.C. squad, headed by Coach Mogilnicki.
In fact the Bears would keep their composure

and pull off a great upset which should rank as
one of the biggest wins for the team in recent
memory. It was an unforgettable match laden
with emotion. Number one player Steve
Powers played his best match of the season to
beat one of the better players in the Yankee
Conference. Doug Mildram played a superg
match as he outsteadied his opponent
blowing him off the court in the third set. Joe
HQN McDermott lost his match but had
nothing to be ashamed of as he played a tough
competition but Joe took him three sets.
Bruce Ogilvie remained undefeated as he
used a series of lobs and volleys to crush his
opponent. Glenn Guenard played his best
match of the season as he was too consistent
for his opponent in a long three set match.
Rick Nylen played with a fever and lost to a
very good player; . Rick played well was
defeated but played a tough match. After
singles B.S~C. had a 4·2 lead. The first and
third doubles team for B.S.C. lost their
matches quickly and the second doubles
team had barely finished a set. The second
doubles team of McDermott· Ogilvie would.
play the most intense match of this season for
the Bears were tied 4- to 4. There was much
emotion shown by the off-court spectators.
Even Coach Mogilnicki's stoiC and dignified
manner turned to emotion and enthusiasm.
-by Glenn Guenard

Framingham
Following Friday's tremendous win over
Maine, the SSC netmen ripped conference
rival Framingham 8-L In. what was the
windiest day of the season (. the concJitions
were really not conducive to good tennis), the
Bears swept the singles events, and took two
of three doubles events to finish out the
match.
,Steve Powers, Doug Mildram, Bruce.
Ogilvie, Glenn Guenard, .and Rick Nyl~n all
had' easy 2 set matches. Joe McDermott,
however, was forced to three sets by a tough
opponent, but took command on the
tiebreaker to close out the set, and the match
67,6-7,7-6,(5-3).
The new first double, comfination of Bruce
Ogilvie and Tim Sypher played well but lost in
straight sets. For Bruce, it was his first loss of
the year (singles or doubles) as he has been
outstanding throughout the faU campaign.
The duo of Glenn Guenard and.Paul Dion
(injured during the start of the season) won
easily 6-0,7-5, with Dion's strong serve and
Guenard'ssharp volleys. being the keys. The '\
third doubles, unit of Joe Melino· and Dan
Damish had a tough match but prevailed (4·6,
6-1,6-3) to close out the afternoon .. Damish's
.experience and Melino's steady play carriea
them through this struggle.
The Bears travel to Salem Thursday
(October 5th) to take on the league leading
(50) Vikings. If the Bears can pull out a victory
here, they will be in. a good position for a
~onference title. The netmen will also take
part in the MASCAC Tournament (Friday
and Saturday) to be held at Framingham
State College. It is expected that they will
make a strong showing here; and shoulci be in
contention again, with Salem State as the
chief foe.·
C

,by Douglas Mildrarn
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